[Determination of normal values and analysis of their relation for distortion product otoacoustic emission in guinea pigs].
In the present paper, we measured systematically the normal values of 1, 2, 4, 6 kHz distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) in guinea pigs and analyzed the relation of these values. The incidence of DPOAE in all frequencies were 100%. The amplitudes of DPOAE above 2 kHz were large than 25 dB SPL, but the amplitude of 1 kHz was lower than one of above 2 kHz. The threshold of above 2 kHz were lower than one of 1 kHz. A trend was found that latencies of all frequencies decreases accompanied with the f2 frequencies increasing. I/0 function curves demonstrated that there was a significant relation between the amplitudes of DPOAE and the levels of primary stimuli in the statistics, that is, lower levels of primary stimuli and smaller amplitudes of DPOAE. Our results indicated that a guinea pig, whose DPOAE possessed the properties of high incidence, large amplitude and stable responsibility, was an appropriate experimental animal for studying DPOAE. In addition, this paper recommended briefly the experience about the measuring techniques for DPOAE in guinea pigs.